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I gamble the world seem more worried than stupid
I don't want to be an insult
Why would I lay down all my good stories
I can walk away for miles
And you're bored with me so bad days mean nothing
We can walk into the night

What am I facing aiming at deaths door, we could
maybe fool them right

We talk alright, sometimes know the bad is still nothing
We gab alright, sometimes I just let them all know
We talk alright, til you think the bad is still nothing
You might find us tonight

The curious know there's a saying of mine,
I'm boosting loving to all mankind

And who you loving more than this animal
I been fooled so long with these days, so low
You can stay whether I'm to know
As it stands it's still awful, never want you back
Better not sleep tonight.

Take me for granted
I've a long list of
I've been somewhat overused
And I've been arrested
I've been downsized
I've been more or less confused

We talk alright, sometimes know the bad is still nothing
We gab alright, sometimes I just let them all know
We talk alright, til you think the bad is still nothing
You might find us tonight

The curious know there's a saying of mine,
I'm boosting loving to all mankind

And who you loving more than this animal
I been fooled so long with these days, so low
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You can stay whether I'm to know
As it stands it's still awful, never want you back
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